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VOL. XXX, NO. 186

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

MONDAY, JUNE 7, 1909

FIVE O'CLOCK

EDITION.

the grant, which now amounts to per
arraigned under an indictment charg'
ing him with the unlawful discharge
haps 3,000 people. There are three
of deadly weapons.. He entered
or four prosperous towns on the
plea of not guilty and his trial was
grant, one entirely American. This
set for Wednesday.
is Chama, on the line of the Denver
& Rio Grande railroad, which traIn the, case of Felipe Garcia, con
verses the grant for a distance of
tempt of court In disobeying an or
der to appear as a witness, the de
twenty-fou- r
miles.
fendant was sentenced to thirty days
Early in ;he '70a Thomas B. Catron,
in the county jail.
then a partner of Senator Stephen B,
Felipe Bustamante, who had plead
Elkins, acquired the Interests of the
ed not guilty to the charge of larceny
several Martinez brothers for a sum
of cattle, changed his plea this morn
total of about $75,000.
ing, to tnat or gumy.. He .was re
Bought for a Song.
manded to jail for sentence.
This, of course, was getting the
Leopoldo Montoya, the boy who ac
huge tract "for a song," as the say
FRIGHTFUL ACCIDENT ON MISSIS cidentally shot and killed Jose Lino
ASSASSINATES ST. T. S. CATRON RAISES $400,000 AT ing goes. One of those Interested, EX.SHERIFF EDWARD CALLAHAN,
Tafoya, pleaded guilty to the indict
SIPPI RIVER AT MANDEVILE,
LOUIS MAN ON TRIAL FOR
through bii wife, tells today how he
' LAST MINUTE TO PAY
OF JACKSON, KENTUCKY,
ment
charging with carrying a pistol
gave up his share, the consideration
LOUISIANA.
MURDER.
MORTGAGE.
AMBUSHED.
unlawfully.
being a new wagon, a sack of sugar
Sixto Pollack, indicted for the lar
and one of coffee. ;
VICTIMS ALL EXCURSIONISTS ceny of cattle belonging to S. L. Fi
RESULT OF BITTER FEUD I.I3TiI SEVERAL MILLIONS During tle past twenty-fou- r
years,
STORE
er, pleaded not guilty, upon arraign
Mr. Catron has received in royalties SIIEEPINGJHIT
ment this morning. His case was
from such extensive lumber firms as
WERE ABOUT TO BOARD STEAM- docketed far Wednesday.
VICTIM
SHOT
WHILE PASSING WILLIAM E. HUGHES OF DENVER McPhee & McGinnlty, the Sayre-New- .
WOULD-BASSASSIN CONCEALED
Anastaclo Griego considers himself
'..
ton Lumber company, and the Hal- BOAT ON RETURN TRIP TO
THROUGH CORRIDOR WITH
WAS ABOUT TO SECURE
HIMSELF BEHIND A PILE
not guilty of assault with a deadly
lack & Howard company, of Denver,
:V,' IT." :.
MEW ORLEANS.
OFFICERS.
'.'"
OF COAL.
weapon, as set forth in an Indictment
for timber iut oft the grant, upwards
returned by the grand Jury, and he
of $1,000,00', and for rentals for sheep
I.IANY HEROIC RESCUES will be giv sn opportunity on Wednes- SLAYER IS ARRESTED K.ITAISS 5S5,CC3 ACF.ES pasturage from $10,000 to $15,000 a
ON TRAIL
day to clear himself of the grave
year, f but this magnificent income,
charge.
through tha variations of fortune, has
SIXTY-FIVEliseo Montoya pleaded not guilty EXCUSES COWARDLY CRIME BY TIERRA AMARILLA TRACT AC- been devoted to . various
PERSONS IN ALL
enterprises, VICTIM TOLD FRIEND ONLY LAST
to the charge of forgery.
not all of which were euccesssful and
WERE PRECIPITATED, INTO
SAYING HE WANTED
QUIRED YEARS GO BY SANTA
SATURDAY THAT HE FEARED
"
Glen K. Reed, a son of R. M, Reed,
Col. William E. Hughes of Denver
i FEAN FOR A SONG.
SWIRLING WATERS.
REVENGE.
;
FOR HIS LIFE.
the carpenter, pleaded guilty to the
and the Cjatinental Trust, Company
of
charge
unlawfully carrying arms
became poessed of mortgages on the
Mandevilie, La., June 7. A fright- and the court assessed his fine at
Denver,- lune 7. The Denver Post grant
St. Louis June 7. Fred Mohrle, on
amounting to nearly $400,000. Jackson, Ky., June 7.
ful accident occurred here last even- $50 and costs, $94 in ail. The young trial for murder, was assassinated in says: :
It was thess mortgages which threat- Edward Callahan, famous in this sec
ing when a freight wnarf extending man is about eighteen years of age
Just when it seemed that the hun ened to br.ng about the sale under tion for the prominent part be has
corridor of the Four Courts
Into the Mississippi rirer, upon which and was accused of perforating the the main
dreds of thousands of valuable acres the hammer
.
.
played In the deadly feuds that have
ex-(
this morning by William Kane, an
about 65 pt.ople rushed to- board an air with leaden missiles while
Amarilla
land
grant,
V
inJihe.Tieira
Is
,
passing
Small Empire.
disrupted Breathitt county for years,
constable. At the time of the kill- acres which have been owned since
excursion "teamboat to return to New through a small town accompanied
This great grant is a small empire was shot from ambush early today at
by
Orleans., collapsed, precipitating them some boon companions.
sixteen
ing, Mohrle was in charge of two of the early '70s by Thomas B. Catron, by itself. It is watered
by two his home at Crocketsvllle,
into the swirling waters of the river.
ficers who were taking him to court. noted Santa Fe attorney, which have splendid rivers, the Chama and the miles from here.
Ten persons are known to have been
re Brazos, and these
Mohrle killod Constable Sam Young given him millions of dollars in
streams are the Callahan was sweeping out his store
mak SENATE ADOPTS AN
drowned and rescue parties-arfor tha few thousands, which he favorite flawing
turn
St.
for the resl-- . at the time, and was standing on. the
North
in
grorrods
Louis,
weaks
several
ago,
ing a search for the bodies of seven
paid for it, were about to be wrested dents of Northern New Mexico and porch, wh'jn someone "behind a pile
and todayV shooting is the culmina from him by the auctioneer's hamother victims who are midsing.
, ALOHicii
Southern Colorado. ' The continental of coal two hundred feet distant, fired
tion of a bitter political feud. Mohrle mer to. salisfy the claims of "William divide crosses
All the: drowned were residents of
the grant north, and at him with a tege calibre Winches '
asserted after the Young killing that B. Hu.fhea
New Orleans.
The excursion boat
who holds south. Tha mountains
Denver,
striking him ta the at7.
The senate the "ffang" had threatened, to getJMBO,
Washington, June
contain, rich ter, the bullet
!
did not land at tho regular pier.- but
i
!.!'. ing 8s fiortal wsnad '.yo : the jpuntZ': Catron ar u;.
in
ioiwi
W
A
J&rgJ eWttt Ot !
.
at a secondary one built Into the riv- resumed the tariff discussion today by but be declined to tell who bad rived in 'Beaver Saturday and an Known coaliMM
area and there
iBikediateiy after the 'rtooii-thouer. This ptr was la some unaccount- sustaining the Aldrich and finance threatened him. Today's tragedy con. nounced he had secured the $400,000 sands, of yacres of . the finestaref
s
efflce
from tie sheriff
were ?ent to the scene and
able manner dragged from its boor-- ; committee reommendations by a vote firmed his fears. Kane was. prompt necessary to liquidate the claims and
here
Js,
a
besides,
considerable
26.
taken
of 41 to
The vote was
a
ly arrested and locked up. Revenge would turn the money over today and acreage of
Jng by the steamboat and overturnagricultural land with these are now en the' trail of the
mountains.
the
to
ed and the people standing on it on an amendment to levy a duty of is supposed to have been the motive thus save tae lands which have the abundance of water for
fled
whs
sassin,'
lrrlgatinn,
thrown into the water. The river Is thret, cents per square yard and 20 for the murder.'
most romantic history , of any of the
Callahan was in Jackson on Saturwinon
cotton
cent
advalorem
of the early west
famous grant
high at thU stage of the year and be- per
day last to appear in the district
cause of this the work of rescue was, dow Hollands. The increase was ap
court for trial on the charge of mall,
Catron had been In New York and MOTHER KILLS SO!
made extremely difficult. The crew posed by Senator Dolliver, who said A!JALGA!.!ATED COFFER
clous shooting, the result of a family;
Chicago for almost two months,; work
of the steamboat made heroic fescues, most of this material was of domestic
to secure the money
feud some time ago. His case waa
SDICillES
ing
THEN
desperately
STCCSCLCEO L'EET necessary to save this grant, and al
while others were saved by clinging make, Congress itself being one of the
continued and before returning home
"
to life preservers! thrown overboard. tew customers for foreign shades, aa
though his battle for funds seemed
he told a friend that he feared for his
June 7. Mrs. Elizabeth life.
Salem,
The bodies recovered were taken to shown toy the hangings ab the senate
New York. June 7. The annual hopeless; victory eame at the last
Aldrich said the , duty
Sharp, a prominent society woman
New Orleans on the boat,' which windows.
Today's shooting has caused great
meeting of the stockholders of the moment, and incidentally proved that
was converted from a gay excursion now proposed was in effect until 1890, Amalgamated Copper company was in his declining years he has- lost and wife of G. V. Sharp, politician and excitement and is likely to result In
killed
twelve
her
manufacturer,
but waa thca changed,year the outbreak of a fresh feud. .'
craft into an Improvised morgue.
held today. The old board of direc- none of thit shrewdness characteris- old
son last night, and then herself
A remark by Beveridge
that he tors was
elected, with the exception tic of him. And who knows, but that
was "inclined to support the finance of James. Jordan and J. H. Harding, perhaps It is last great fight, for now, with a revolver. The tragedy occurred
BALLOON INDIANAPOLIS
.
commlittee," called forth sarcastic who succeed, the late H. H. Rogers as he himself has said, he will pass after the two had retired after
GREAT AERIAL RACE.
WINS
the
the
spending
conIndiana
evening
playing
pi
reference by Aldrich that the
the late A. F. Brower. The an- his remaining years in complete
BAM senator had not been so inclined and
LC3TINQ
ano and singing. . The motive for
,
nual report showed the net income tentment.
Indianapolis, June 7. All but tone of
The Tierra Amarilla grant is locat- the tragedy is believed to have been
when the time arrived, and added for the year to have been $3,663,980,
balloons that started in the nathe
the
sorrow
over the incurawoman's
Lewiaton,, Idaho, June 7. Warrants that "as time progresses he may be or a decrease of $3,016,577, as com- ed in northern New Mexico and south
tional race- of the Aero club Satur
able
nature
of
son's
He
the
ern
was
to
Colorado.
been
have
malady.
It
have been issued by a U. S. commis- able to vote with the committee." pared with last year. Secretary A. H.
day have been heard from at St
sioner her, charging Clarence Rob-net- t, Mr. Beveridge, looking straight at Al- Melin reported that during most of the sold under the hammer next Saturday had been mentally deficient since his Louis. The New York came down at
38
birth.
Mrs.
waa
old.
June
satisfaction
of the
12, 'or the
years
Sharp
ex-bjkkeeper, and J. L. Chap- drich, insl i'.ed that the senators vote year the production exceeded the conCorinth, Mississippi, at 6:10 a. m. toman,
cashier, of the Lew-isto-n according to their conscience, and sumption but at the present time del- mortgages held by CoL William E.
day. The Hoosier landed at Green;
National bank, with embezzle- said that he regretted Mr. Aldrich iveries were about equal t the pro- Hughes of Denver. It was only Fri MAN SHOT IN FIGHT
brier, ; Tennessee. The Indiana land, SHOWS GREAT VITALITY.
ment. Robnett is charged ( with the had seen fit to make such a remark. duction and sufficient sales had been day that Catron learned he would be
ed at 'Shackle Island, Tennessee,'
to
y able
liquidate 'the mortgages Mon
embezzlement of $91,375 and ChapMeeting the criticism made by Sen- iverles were about equal to the
where
It obtained a fresh water sup".
New York,. June 7. After Thomas
man $45,624, making a total of $137,-00- ator Beveridge, Mr. Aldrich said he
part of last year. The cost of day.
"
and
proceeded. The Cleveland
ply
Smith
had
been
shot
the
ContaPns 595,000 Acres.
through,
0
never was in favor of a prohibitive copper he said was materially reducChapman was released on
from
the race as did the Unidropped
stomach by one of five men on the
This enormous grant containedbonds signed by his father and tariff, and that the south was sure ed. The various companies produced
The race was won by
City.
versity
of
a
fl"
roof
tenement
which
in
story
Robnett wl'.l arrive from the east to- to manufacture all kinds, of cotton about 234,000,000 pounds of refined
595,000 acres, an area in
it having traveled
the
Indianapolis,
he lived In East One Hundred and
morrow. ' The hfaring has been troods.
Senator Bacon was not In copper and of this the Amalgamated which a New England state, or two,
21ST mllea and remained In the air 19
Second
be
street,
pursued John Mo
set for June 21st.
favor of any increase in the schedule received the benefit from of $199,000,-00- 0 might easi'y be included and lost
,
.
hours.
The grant was made in 1824, by the Nally, to tin street, chased him three
on cotton goods, although his state
pounds.
was
and
beating him, when
republic of Mexico to a distinguished blocks,
manufactures better grades of cotton
CCUHT HANDS DEPUTY
McNally escaped. Smith then chased BUFFALO JONES HERE
Manuel
Martinez
and
his
citizen,
his
nearness
eight
of
said
the
He
goods.
ISRAELITES HERE
sons, in recognition of valuable ser McNally to the roof of another teneSHERIFF STIFF JOLT state to the cotton fields rendered
nearly unconscious
ON IMPORTANT MISSION
vices rendered the republic by the ment and
their profits measurably secure.1IEETIN0S Martinez
when others Interfered. Smith said
'
t TO
The threat of majority leader Payne
jSLD
Because some of the uplands he was not Injured and refused to tell
At the conclusion of the trial of Mrs. that he would resort to extreme mea"Buffalo ' Jones, known the country
,
,
abound
in a certain peculiar yellow the police who shot him.
The appearance on the streets of
over for his Interest in wild animals,
Virginia Valdez de Teltlebaum in the sures unless a quorum was present
earth, the srant took tie name of
district court for San Miguel county brought nearly a full attendance ot this city today of two
especially the now almost extinct bufis Spanish of TELLS WHAT CONSTITUTES
Saturday afternoon, a verdict- of ac1 the house end today the. consideration men, dressed alike .and wearing flow- Tierra Amarilla, which
falo
from which he derives his nick'
WHISKY ACCORDING TO LAW
quittal being returned, Tomas ..Maes of the Porto Rican bill was given two ing beards, attracted much attention the term 'yellow earth." At the
name, was In ,the city today on an
was .arraigned on the charge pf un- hours further time.
and comment, and an Optic represen- death of the elder Martinez, one of
Important business mission. While
Washington , June 7. Lloyd W. here he was
The
a
jury
lawfully carrying
tative even made the mistake of tak- the eight sons, Francisco, applied to
the guest of J. D. Hand,
ptol.
returned a verdict of not guilty; kinder
one Xf them for "Buffalo"' Jones, congress fo" the confirmation of the Bowers, general solicitor of the Uni of Los Alamos.
ing
TWENTY-SECONWEEK
grant and it was confirmed to the ted States, today submitted President
Instructions from Chief Justice' W. J.
who was Plso In Las Vegas.
Recently It was reported that Jones
Taft his opinion as to what the term
OF PATRICK CALHOUN TRIAL
Mills, who gave Wm. Boylan, the
It la perhaps interesting to know Martinez family in June, J860.
contemplated
bringing his herd of
whisky means In the law. He says in buffalo and mountain sheep to New
Associates Slighted,
men
are
two
complaining witness, a scathing rethese
Israelites,
that
San Francisco, June 7. Prolonged
sect having It was what was called a colony effect that added coloring or flavoring Mexico, from his, ranch at Garden
primand that he will not soon forget,
to day by the talea of de- members of a religious
from'
day
costs
of
the
suit
also assessing the
at Benton Harbor, Mich. grant and leally belonged, not only matter cannot make whisky out of City, Kansas,, believing that the clitectives employed in ,the fcase, the headquarters
him.
seems
It
Maes,
that
as Walter and Hen- to the brothers Martinez, but to a what is not otherwise whisky. For mate and natural surroundings of this
known
are
against
They
of
of
Patrick
trial
president
Calhoun,
brothcolor, is region would be better adapted to
who is a mulatto and whose
number of associates who accompa- instance, alcohol
with ry and are here for the ' purpose
no more whisky than would .brandy their
'"
er was recently killed by a posse ;of the United Railways, charged'twenty-seconnied
when
them
street
took
they
meetings.
possession
breeding. Whether his trip here
d holding
J
citizens near El Cuervo, had accom- attempted bribery,jmtered its
They Visited the mayor and secured of the grant, fought Indians and en be if so colored. ;
today had anything to do with this
to
bids
fair
and
week
today,
panied a deputy sheriff of Guadalupe
Could not be learned.
his permission to hold street meet- dured all manner of hardships along
county to the vicinity of the Boylan cont&vue two weeks longer.,'
which was concurred in by with the Martinez brothers, on the POWDER MAGAZINE BLOWS
ings,
.
.
UP WRECKING A VILLAGE. SHRINERS HOLD ANNUAL
ranch to make an arrest. " AppearW
Chief of Police Ben Coles and
understanding that all should hold
.'.
at 7.30 o'clock, probably on equal interest. But congress over
ing at the Boylan house, rightfully TWO EXCITING BASE
London, June 7. A dispatch receiv
(SESSION IN LOUISVILLE.
Til .! BALL GAMES YESTERDAY.
armed, Wl1! Boylan, who is a deputy
corner, these disciples will looked the rights of the associates, ed from Cracrow. Austrian Polattd,
Murphey's
herilf, arrested ' Maes and brought
address the people. '
confirming the grant to the, Martinez says that t00- people were hurt, three
Louisville, Ky., June 7. The thirty- him' to the Las Vegas jail, where he
The New Mexicans defeated the Ankilled and forty houses wrecked when fifth .annual session of the Nobles of
According to statements made ty family solely.
has been incarcerated for the past tlers by a score of 12 to 11 at the them, they teach the gospel of everNoting this fact, Francisco Marti--; a powder magazine was set oft by a the Mystic Shrine began today with
two months. It is the opinion that ball grounds yesterday in a seven, g lasting life, that is, prepare to lire al-- : nez made t0 these associates deeds bolt of lightning. The crowd was great pomp EJid festivities. Thursday
Boylan cares more for the fees than
game. Both teams did good ways, and believe that there are peo--" to small trait of land along the wat- waiting for a train when the- maga night a grsnd ball will close the ses
he does ifor convictions and in some In- work.
pie today on this planet who will live er courses and accorded them free! zine exploded and 1500 projectiles sion. There is little business before
stances he would seem to want to
The Gehrings defeated the Eagle forever,
right to the common pasturage and were thrown into the crowd.
The the saloon beyond the election of
persecute rather than prosecute.
It Is safe to predict they will draw water sr-- wood ca va gralit. Thefe huHjm&as are crowded with the woun- - officers nni the granting of new
by a score of about 25 to 10. T"
This morning, Vicente Trujlllo was Eagles were outclassed.
prowls
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SANTA FE HAS ALMOST

REPORTER

FilILES OF DOUBLE TRACK LINE

.

.

City-Chicag- o

with serious accident, though the
"Lincoln" pina got; nearly all hW fingers before tho days of the car
'
coupler.
Stevenson
H.
Conduotor Charles
has been granted a three weeks' res
He wiH spend his
pite from duty.
vacation in bunting and fishing, In
Colfax county, camping out in tht
mountains with his wife and friends.
Conductor Will C. Hurt is punching
pasteboard in his stead.
Santa Fe time card No. 33, which
became effective yesterday at 12:01,
g
a.m.,makes slight changes In the run-tin'
time oi passenger train No. 8,
which will arrive 10 minutes earlier,
and No. 2, 15 minutes earlier from the
south, while No. 9 from the north
will reach here twenty minutes later.
The Santa Fe railroad company contemplates the enlargement of it3 gen
eral office building in Topeka to double its present size. The old building
houses more than 500 employes. But
the business of the road has increas
ed so much in recent years that wore
room must be found for the clerical
workers. The addition will be marie
a part of the present building.
Ed. M. Clay, eldest son' of T. F.
Clay, who !has arrived in Las Vegas
from St Louis, has been in the
emoloy of the American Express
company for sixteen years, of late
years running as a trusted messenger
between St. Louis and. Parsons, Kas.
He is now treating himself to a de
Frank Clay, another
served rest
son. who was employed In the local
railroad shops,- some years ago, is
now studying chemistry at .Collins- of
wood, Ohio. He Is an inspector
materials for the New York Central.
A

;

NOTES
'
M. J. O'Donnell la a new brakeman
on the south end.
Six empty box cars were set out
at the Romero elding yesterday to be
loaded with railroad ties.
Conductor James Biyns passed
through tho city Saturday enroute to
Clovis to which division point he will
move bja lamUy from Raton. ,
Brakeman O. B. T&ylor has resigned
from Conductor G.. H. Rhodes' passenger icrew, Brakeman P. E. Kee- ney being assigned to his run. .
G. F.Drake and family left' Raton
for Alamosa, ' Oolorax
where they
will make their home, he having a
position in the train service of the D.
& R. G. railroad.
Brakeman C. A. Mltabarger, who
- formerly had a run out of Las
Vegas,
is now pocketing pay as a brakeman
on the, Missouri Pacific, running out
"
of Council Grove, Kansas.
n
S. D. McCalmont returned tq
from Columbus, Ohio', where he
represented Raton Pass Lodge No.
221, B. of R. T., at the annual convention of the grand lodge."'
Brakeman C. H. Sample has left Raton for Jamestown, N. Y., where he
will, be mairied to a young lady of
that city, anil return to the Gate City
with liia bride in thirty days.
;
. Conductor
and Mrs. A. H. West
are at home from an extended trip to
California, much 'of the time being
spent in San Bernardino,' out of wh en
a run to
city their ton, Everett, has
' ''
Los Angeles.
is the name selected
Optimo
for the new poetoffice to be established at the old tbwn of Tipton, 35
miles east of Laa Vegas on the Stfn-t- a
Fe. Miss Helen Thompson will
be postmistress.
Regular crews have been assigned
for the local freight runs under the
new time card as follows"! East
end, Conductors J. H. Fisher and C.
H. Croner; west end, Conductors N.
H. Cramer and W. C. Hurt.
In twenty years Brakeman H. P.
Klrkpatrick plying between this city
and Albuquerque, hasn't failed to
draw a Santa Fe' check on pay day,
for a large amount or small. In this)
stretch of time he has never met
RAILROAD

list-to-

.

.

.

Witty Revivalist.

A revivalist in Carterville enlivens

his addresses' with such anecdotes as
this: "An old woman shouted In the
revival. Her husband said: I felt like
going through the floor. She replied:
'And I felt like going through the
roof.' Each was attracted home."
Kansas City Star.
Jimmy Knew When to Start.
"My son Jimmy came home from
school yesterday crying as if his heart
would break. 'For heaven's sake, stop
It, sin!' I commanded. 'Did you yell
'that "way all the way down the street?'
he sobbed. 'I started when I got
'N-n-

Leader.

to tb front door.'

Frivolous Person.

"A man about town, as near as I

kin flgger it out," remarked Uncle
Goshall Hemlock, ' "Is a feller who
wants to loaf around from pillar to
post Ain't satisfied to take up a
place with the solid citizens every
evenln" In the grocery."
' International
Inquisitlveness.
We are all engaged in an effort to
learn more about the rest of the
world. The Germans are curious about
the French, the French are trying to
understand the British, the Americans
are striving to find out .wherein we
differ from Europeans in general.
Saturday Evening Post
He Wanted Some.
The banquet table was spread and
the guests about to be summoned.
"Are you sure that there are no reporters present?" anxiously asked th
host of the butler. 'I've made certain
of it sir." "Then hustle out and get
a few," rejoined the host ,

To the Grave and Beyond. '
a Chinaman, was re
cently made the subject of a strange
jail sentence. After being condemned
for life by a Chinese court he escaped
and when captured he was tried by
another court and a further, term of
punishment was given him.
Kim Yunwka,

One Worthy Remembrance. t
The brightest spot In a long and Intimate experience with the telephone
is that once some one called up the
wrong number and got us by mistake
and didn't blame ua for it Ohio State

journal

,

How many good people we hear of
and how few we meet!
,A man In. loves givet;' a woman in
love forgives.

WANTED

He Appeared to Bo Very
.

Before the year Is ended the Santa
Fe will have all tout 20 per cent of its
double track line between Kansas
City and Chicago completed. Already
71 per cent of the short, line between
the two cities Is double tracked, and
by January 1, 17 per cent more of
the work will have been done. By
the end of the year 1911 the whole of
the projected Improvement will have
been completed.
Perhaps Ihe moat salient feature of
the Santa Fe's improved line is its
tntire absence of grade crossings. In
addition to this the lives of the pas
sengers are (Safeguarded by the most
Improved block signal system and
the entire
the road is rock ballasted
"
distance.
The double track now completed is
.
From Chicago to Edel
as follows:
stein. 111., 142 miles;' from Knox, 111.,
through Galesburg to Surrey 111., 12
miles; from Smitlishire, 111., to the
Mississippi river, 29 mlleB; from the
Mississippi to Wyaconda, Mo., 32
miles; from Bucklin,. Mo., to Both
vllle, 15 miles; from- - the Missouri
river to Kansas Cit.y 8 miles; from
Kansas City to Newton, Kansas, 200
miles.
'
The double track between Kansas
City and Chicago was .begun two
years ago, and 375 miles of the entire-458
will be finished at the end
of the year. Aside from the fact that
no new right of way has to be acquired by the company, the work of
. double tracking
is about as important as ""building an entirely mew line,
and almost as expensive. When the
Kansas
improvement Is
an
appreciable cut In the
completed
; running time between the two cities
will be made possible and with no
added danger,

Industrious.

"

A waitress
Cafe.

at the

Public Sale

Mer-chsnt- 's

;

BARBER TRADE
graduate
required;
$30 week. Moler Barber college, Los Angeles.

MEN LEARN

"Hendrlck's certainly industrious,"!
said Mr. Pickle, night city editor of the!
"He's always writing!
Daily Whiff.
Sunday stuff."
"Can't burn the candle at both
ends," observed Tom Click, who was
on the cable desk. "He'll blow up like
they all do. He's young and eager, of
course, but if he keeps this gait up it'll
be tell the gang a fond good-bfor
his." - '
They gazed at Hendrlck, who was
beating out a story on his typewriter.
Click sighed.
"I remember the biggest week's bill
I ever made as a reporter," said he, reflectively. "Time of the St. Louis cyclone. I wrote "
Here Mr. Pickle's 'phone rang and
he answered it with glad haste, because he'd heard about that record bill.
Click, having little to do at the moment, strolled about the city room. He
halted at Hendrlck's desk and greeted
the young man amiably.
' "Evenin', Joe," said he. "What you
,
making?"
"Sunday story," replied Hendrlck,
y

Short
earn

Without reserve to the highest bidder,

time
$12 to

Saturday June 12th, at 2 P. M

FOR RENT.

Mrs. Green's Ranch directly north of

room house, one
FOR RENT
5 room house and two rooms for
light house keeping, with bath. and
electric light 920 Gallinas.
One 7

atorium

following property of S. B. Drinkhouse:,

Durham and 2 Jersey Milch
Cows, Bain Wagon, Cyphers
1

FOR RENT A new piano cheap, call
Main 339." "

;

Incubator, Wheelbarrow,
Babcock milk tester, milk Pails
and Bottles, rubber Boots,
Coat, Hat, and Gloves, wood

FOR RENT--- - Suite of three rooms,
southern exposure, bay windows,
well furoished,
piano included,
7
Hotel' La Pension.
-

'

FOR RENT Four room brick cottage cheap, inquire La Pension
hotel.

Stove, fared Tools, Scales, etc.

Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; electric lights
and bath; 710 Grand ave.

FOR RENT

W.O.ROBINSON,

Auctioneer.

.

briefly.
Click remained beside him.
stopped work and hid the sheet
upon his machine by carelessly laying
one arm over it f He smiled coldly.
"Romance?" pursued Click, and he
wondered why Hdndrick flushed at the
word. "Why don't you shoot out some
more of that Bowery Junk? It's good
and you can't turn out too many of
'em. How you feeling?"
"Oh, I'm all right," said Hendrlck.
He sighed as if irritated.
"I tell you, better not try to do too
much," Click warned. "I was Just as
gay as you arev when I was a young
fellow. There'll be reporters
after
wer'e dead "
"Some one on your 'phone, sir," a
small copy boy sought the speaker's
Hgn-drlc-

k

The instinct of modesty natural to every woman it often a
great hindrance to the care of womanly disease. Women
shrink from tbe personal questions of the local physician
which seem indelicate. The thought o examination is abhorrent to them, and so they endure in silence condition
of disease which surely progresses from bad to worse.
.

It has been Dr. Pierce' a privilege to core a
treat many women mho bar found a refuse
tor modesty la bis offer of FREE consults-tio- n
by letter. All correspondence- Is beld
as sacredly confidential. Address Dr. R. V.

Pierce, Buffalo, X. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription restores and regulate

tbe womanly (unctions, abolishes pain and builds up and
puts the finishing touch of health on every weak woman
who give it a fair trial.

It Makes Wezk

Women Strong,
Sick Women Well,

Yon can't afford to accept a secret nostrum as a substitute
for this
medicine Of ikon composition.

San-

The

and Castle High School.

.

RENT Furnished ' rooms for
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 721
Fourth.

FOR

RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.

FOR

Slimmer Rates East

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE 1000 pounds amber cane
seed, address P. O. Box 672.
1

FOR SALE Five large red Shorthorn
milch cows, fresh. Address La
Cueva Ranch Co., La Cueva N. M.
FOR SALE Carriage,
1016 Fifth street

;U2Fare For

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs
Denver

tho Hound Trip.
.v.

$tf.9p

$13.70
..$16.60
$31.30
$40.30

good as new,
attention.
"As you'll find out," ended Click,
City, Mo
FOR SALE
Legal blanks of all cd
and scuttled to his desk.'
Si. Louis
scriptlon. Notary seals and recoriU
Obviously
relieved, , Hendrlck reat the Optic office.
turned to his work. Sheet after sheet
Chicago, III
joined the neat pile beside the
In the middle of one, at which OLD newspapers for sale at The Op
.
. Final return limit October 31st 1909
;
he stared with worried eyes, a boy antlc office. 10 cents a bundle.
For information regarding other points,
nounced that his services were ' required-by
the city desk.
overs, Ect, please enquire at
stops
LOST.
"Man killed two, tookgas himself
ticket
office.
and made a bloomer of it, now at the
D. L.' BATCHELOR,
hospital. Wife caught him with affini- LOST Dark bay horse, weight about
nine hundred pounds, branded on
ty on the street Here's the names. We
Agent.
s
tocan't stand over
left shoulder, whip marks on right
e
a
said
night. Only
side. Finder please notify and repaper,"
Mr. Pickle. "Smith, can take it on the
ceive reward. J. A. Raycraft. K.
A grouchless person is almost inCall up Main 2 when you have any
chm-mlooks
if
a
like
it
Job.
"phone
'
Las
M.
N.
Vegas.
7
a happy one..
news.' The Optio wants It
,'
variably
can
what you
for the first." 1
It was 1 a. m. when Hendrlck finished his night's assignment Click,
going home with all the morning papers under his arm, was shocked to
see" Hendrlck take out an envelope,
rapidly scan the typewritten pages it
had held and then begin upon the
"Sunday stuff." The toiler looked up
and met Click's gaze.
"You better go home," said the cable
editor sternly. "Gwan, get out o' here
I
'
,
g
and quit that
forever!
Want any eyes or brains left for your
old age?"
Hendrlck smiled coldly.
Every member of the staff commented on Hendrlck's love of work. Between news stories he turned out Innumerable columns.
is the one who, before wearing herself away making waists with "that home-mad- e
look,"
"I believe he's doing a book," said
will
to
take
time
consider
the
to
be
found
in
ready-to-wethe
economy
one.
Charlie Cubb, the juvenile individual
Styles are
who did such chores for the Whiff as
effects
more
and
fit
more perfect than in those you make
prettier, trimming
appropriate
'
the older men declined.
And
cost
the
far.
is
yourself.
less.
These
then,
six special lots are priced in your
"He's been looking gloomier every
favor:
night since he started on It," remarked
Mr. McLemon, who covered Tender:
loin police. "Ain't a bit like himself."
They speculated, but after one or--j
An elegant line of waists worth
For style and fashion our regular $2.50
two attempts the Whiff's staff ceased
$1.50.
waists can not be
Special,
to ask questions, ..because Hendrlck
displayed a too savage temper when
beat. Special,....
inquiries were made. Click publicly
At $1.75 we have over 25 styles
mourned over him
.' , .
Our $3.00 and $3.50 waists we
to select from. Special, . . . .
"Hendrlck must have six full pages
have placed on sale at ... .
In the magazine," he said to Snipper,
the Sunday editor, on a Saturay afterOur $2.00 and $2.25 waists can not be duOur $3.75 and $4.00 waists have been the
noon. "You shouldn't let him work as
he does Bad."
We
have
A
talk of the town. Speplicated.
priced
Q
' them
: .. ..
"Why I caii't get him to write evpn
cial,.. ..
a little human Interest story and I offered to run his name over it," said the
Sunday editor. "They're all lazy. And
he's tbe laziest."
"HendMck hasn't anything in tomorrow?" ,
"Nary a line," said Snipper."
"Mighty queer,' ruminated Click. "Is
he trying to bust the magazines?"
The most beautiful of midsummer gowns are in this
In the city room Hendrlck was writ1
wonderful
lot of underpriced garments and truly, no matter
but
he
as
UBual,
appeared.
ing,
where you look, you will never again have such a grand op"Now what you doing?" asked Click.
,
"Sunday story?"
portunity. The designs are artistic, the fabric the finest, the
Hendrlck nodded sadly.
the daintiest imaginable for more than the price
trimming
"Won't the end come out right?"
would lead you to suspect.
"Nothing' right," said Hendrlck,
dolefully. "It's all wrong."
Click heard, the swiah of a silk
gown. That was an infrequent sound
in the city room. He looked. A pretty
These dresses come In pink, white, Mue and brown, lace trimmed, long sieve and few in Jumper style. Eetrular prices of
girl, In an olive green gown and a
thetw gowns ars $6.00. Special,
.
.
droopy sort of hat with a plume, of
$125
which Click approved, followed a pug.
noited copy boy toward Hendrlck's
desk. She carried a sheath of big envelope with he New York Whiff printed In one corner.
An
of Lirigrla Arww, u H new
s,a,lp
"Oh, Joey," she cried, rushing past
lyiHS
a
the boy; "we nioved two wwks so
Muui.
.
w'ii..
njJBdtti
$i.7rt
and I JiiRt happened to go into the oid
place and there I found all the l;t!er
What tnut you have
lot;i'th!r!
thought?"
"Is la It all rk'ht?" Hendrl.k
AjiWsek.rii.mof Unnu atl (i9 Unburn drM.-- In a l,l
sfonifd to wait for C.'i'k to
blniaeif. "Is it?" .
"Of course, you Sy," taid ttitt j.rtt
ty girl. She biuMi'-Z- -e
"I jut couldn't waif., hud so waIVh'
In here," rhe aMed.
-

Kansas

type-write-

$46.30

r.

three-quarter-

,

ten-pag-

e

.

'

y

s

ding-dongin-

The Wise Woman
ar

v

'

...98c

at.....

$1.19

,$1,98
$2.25

(f
..CD1.0

.$2,98

With Lingerie Dresses at Half,
Who Can Resist Them?

at $4,25

Silence!
.

THEYOUNG

at S9.75
r

at $5.25

sbs-feu- :

s

,J

Click anenked sv, ay.

F.I1NERAL HILL NEWS

FEW OPPORTUNITIES IN CHINA.

ANOTHER

Learned Professions Offer Little
ducement to Foreigners.

A

In-

Reliable Remedy
FOR :'. .

(Special Correspoadence) '...
Mineral Hill, N. M., June 7. Mia- 'There are three professions in pareral Hill is coming with a
ticular which are attracting the atten- Ely's Cream Balm
movement. Nearly sixty old,
it quickly absorbed.
tion of foreigners in China " said Dr.
young and middle aged" Americanos
Goes Relief at Once.
B. M. Perkins of Shanghai in' a recent
It cleanses, soothes,
.., at the dance held last week.
Talk
interview. Dr. Perkins has been in heals
and protects
about good old times, it was great
China over ten years and Is in the Uni- the
mem
and at Mr.. Naylor'a beautiful home
ted States on a visit to friends and brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
too. The way Mr. Breene, Mr. Mo- .
relatives. "'
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
'.'Those three professions are law, the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
Schooler, Mr. Bisman and Mr. ' Fishs
ets. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
medicine and dentistry. The Chinese 50
er, all pioneers, could and did dance,
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
all
had
have
for
but
three
ages,
people
woke up 1be young men and they
56 Warren Street, New York.
their practice has been different from Ely Brothers,
hung up their spurs and plows, and
that in other lands, and It will be some
then stepped oil dances as they nev-time before Chinese competition in any
Teaching Girls to Ride Horses.
er were done in any country before.
of them will be felt except through
Almost all the little girls who are
A good time ? Well I guess yes;
Gardiner, Maine." I have been a foreign training and as a result of the taught to ride horses these days are
just
ask any of 'cm. - Mr Naylor made ev- great sufferer from organic troubles efforts of foreigners.
put on cross saddles. They may or
and a severe female
"Chinese medical men have not been may not ride astride when they get
eryone feel so welcome and eo good,
weakness.
The In very good standing among their bigger, but they all learn that way
bat morning came and the sun laughdoctor said I would
It Is a safer position in the first place
have to go to the own people for many years.
ed at the forgotten plows and neglect"Chinese dentists have done more and it gives confidence never acquired
for
an
hospital
ed fields; and the range cattle and
line, by a youngster in a side saddle. As a
operation, bnt I than their fellows In the medical
'
horses began to bike for goodness
i
f could not bear to and, all things considered,
Chinese rule the smalt- equestrienne is clad In
'
knows wh3re, before the crowd rethink of
I de- dentistry, while it cannot compare bloomers and the briefest of skirts.
cided to try Lydia with modern dentistry as
membered it was time to quit. The
practiced in Often she discards the skirt when the
E.Pinkham'8 Veg- America and
s,
first dance etarted at Mr. Breene's
Europe, especially in the lessons are given in the country. ' The
etable Compound
and Sanative Wash former, is far above what might have Instructor holds her pony by a leadpretty ranch about three weeks
ing strap and, of course, he rides a
and was entirely been expected.1
ago; and then everybody Just simply
"There are no requirements for ad- horse easily able: to overtake her
cured
after
three
went daft ;nd before even the week months' use of
them." Mrs. S. A. mission to the bar in China, for the mount In the event of a bolt Only
. was
over everyone and a few more WilliaSis, B. F. D. No. 14, Box 89, reason that there is no.
bar.. Each ,for the first few lessons is the child's
rounded up at Mr. Hooker's and the Gardiner, Me. '
consular court has its rules for admis- belt buckled to the pommel of her
woman should submit to a surgi- sion, and when an
stampede started for the ball room, calNo
attorney Is allowed saddle. Until she acquires a firm
which may mean death, to
one
court
in
it Is taken as seat she is kept close enough to the
one of those low, quaint rambling Mex- untiloperation,
practice
.
Pinkham's
she has given Lydia
ican houses end the dear little fire place Vegetable Compound, made exclusive- an international discrimination if any instructor to be caught by him if she
other consular court does not extend starts to fall.
clackled and sparkled and defied the ly from roots and herbs, a fair trial.
women like courtesy.
medicine
for
famous
This
blinding flashes of .vightnmg and the has for thirty years proved to be the
"There is but a limited field for the
The Ameer's Grim Humor.
i
fiddle squeaked, its loudest to drown most valuable tonic and renewer of law in China at
best, and most of it Is
in every way milder than
"
Although
resid
Women
female
organism.
the thunder while the dancers had the
men
are
who
well
his father, Hibib Ullah occasionally
in almost every city and town in already occupied by
the time of their Uvea. Thus began ing
the United States bear willing testi- established, whose business is pro- manifests a humor no less grim, as
the' happy meeting; yet, there Is one mony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia tected by the intense conservatism of was lately disclosed by his chief
body
thing' lacking and that iat a school. E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. the dominant British. It can safely servant, Ahmed Rashid. This worthy,
be
radicreates
encoursaid
there
is
little
to
that
female
cures
and
ills,
whose duty it is to take care of the
Nearly thirty little tots longing for It
buoyant female health. If you age a young man entering upon the
an education, hug their books, slates ant,
wardrobe, was becoming neglectare ill, for your own sake as well as practice of law in a Chinese port. royal
ful, when one morning Habib Ullah noand penciU and wait. The settlers those you love, give it a trial.
Unless he is able to buy his way into ticed a black
scorpion, whose sting is
have picked out their location for a Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., an old established firm
his struggle unusually agonising,
in a boot that he
women
write
to
all
Invites
sick
school house and their horses are
for
is
as
business
as
It had been about to put on. Summonkeen
fully
advice. Her advice is free.
for
her
would fcave been at home, and he has
harnessed, and the men ready to be- and always helpful.
ing Ahmed to his .sideAthe Ameer
neither the field to wprk In nor the re- complained that the boot pinched his
gin buildin the minute the school is
strictions to guide him and protect foot, and ordered the servant to
allowed. The permission to have a
him from mistakes as he has at home." stretch it by
school for tfce benefit of the Mineral M ONTHLYj REPORT OF
drawing It on his foot.
The pain of the bite was not the more
Hill school children is now all that
Woman's Pen Picture of Jackson.
readily forgotten from the fact that
CARNEGIE LIBRARIAN
etands in the way of a succe&ful fuI shall see him, I thought, the brave, nothing of much consequence could be
ture.
the intrepid, the Invincible Jackson; I done to relieve It
Last vcfcli Mr. Hooker had a fire Mrs.
C. Chapman, librarian shall now be gratified with a sight of
Mary
How Lapp Collects Reindeer.
tl nt not only burned down his stable, of the
has submit- the brave Tennesseean, whose valor
In April, the Lapp lets his reindeer
but threatened to burn all his build- ted her Carnegiefor.library,
has
secured
honor
of
the
this
forever,
the month of May
report
state. . . . I, was devouring Coun- loose to wander as they please, and
ings and Spread Into the forest. How as follows':
the mosquitoes begin to abound
it started is a mystery. Mrs. Hooker Number of bound volumes In .lib selor Phillips' speeches in a corner, when
when I heard a loud cry, "Gen. Jack- (about midsummer) collects his herd
and ier daughter were alone with
rary May 1, 6,305.
son comes." Running to my window simply by catching one deer, fitting it
Miss Breeae, who was visiting, when
with a. bell and
to instinct
Number of bound volumes added 1 saw him slowly
walking up the Hill (which leads the trusting
the smoke was noticed coming from
to gather
animals
21.
by purchase during May,
between two gentlemen, his aids. He
the roof of the stable. Immediately
Number of bound volumes by gift .was dressed in a blue frock coat with into herds for protection against the
to do the rest In a cool
, Miss Breene
Jumped "ipon her horse from Br. J. S. Raisin, 1.
equalets, a common hat with a black mosquitoes)
when mosqiutoes are few,
summer,
and rode a distance of three miles to
a
and
his
side.
He
sword
by
Number of bound volumes by gift cockade,
this
does not come Into play,
walked on by our door to Mai. Wyatt's, and instinct
notify her father and Mr. Rodgers. Mr. A. R. Eckert, 1.
is
almost
it
impossible to bring
his companion in arms, where, he put
They together with some of the other
i
Number of bound volumes
by gift up for the night His person is finely the reindeer together.'
"
fire
from Mrs. J. P. Curry, 35.
neighbors prevented the
'
and, his features not handspreading, although the smouldering
Number of bound volumes in Hh. shaped,,
Statesman's Complaint.
some, but strikingly bold and detersmoke cou'd be seen from a distance rary, May 31, 6,363.
England's house of commons wants
mined. He appears to be about fifty
for several days. The fire burned a Number of cards Issued to new pa years of age. There Is a great deal of ventilation. Plenty of air Is pumped
and it comes
Ycow and ca'f and a pig, besides har- trons during May, 28.
dignity, about him. His language Is into thethechamber, on
the floor, but
gratings
ness and other things that were in Number of books loaned, 1052.
pure and fluent, and he has the ap- through
it comes from a spot Just over the
the barn. The greatest loss and! Number of persons using library pearance of having kept the best bank
of the Thames river, with its
company. He related many hardships
"
which is always needed most this time ,465. t
barges. And the other even-in- g
never
his
but
endured
men,
Of the yea.-- , was several tons of hay
met a colleague with
Number of monthly magazines In breathed by
member,
a,
a word of his own. From
and nearly fifteen hundred lbs of bar- library, 13.
"Life and Times of Anne Royal." by his handkerchief to his nose. "You
never know what will pass inside," he
ley.
Number of
magazines Sarah H. Porter.
B. T. Morse has sold out to his in
spluttered, "but. you always know
I.
library,
what's
passing outside."
Charles
and
Morse,
brother,
intendBto
Number of weekly periodicals In
Plans to Cure by Music.
go back to Nevada.
8.
library,
That healing by music will ulti
Oh, Quit
Charles Morse Is building on to
Number of daily periodicals in lib mately be accepted as the panacea for
Here Is the way to quit smoking
his ho'is tnd wDl soon be ready to rary, 4.
hundreds of cases of . disease which
.
now baffle physicians is the belief of (recommended by: a man who failed
take In health seekers.
make it work) Instead of quitting
a Boston woman, Miss.. Christine to
All the stock are looking fine out
A Wreck
off short, quit gradually. Don't smoke
Brown, who has founded a new health In the
here regard'ess of the dry weather,
Is the only fit description for the man cult in that
morning until you can't stand it
city.
smoke a cigar, and
Mrs. Fisher has another new hound. or woman who is
"The secret of cure lies entirely In any longer. Then
with rheu
crippled
quit again until you are compelled
The deer are coming down out of matism. Just a few rheumatic twin- sweet,
melodious and , seductive then
to smoke or go craxf. - By degrees,
the mountains and bedding down In
strains of music," she says. "Musloal
ges may be the forerunner of a severe
you will learn to do without smoking.
the
fundamental
of
a
fields.
law
is
I
wheat
Uncle
the
harmony
suppose
Atchison Globe.
at
start
trouble
the
attack
the
stop
well
bodies
inner self. To be
our'
Sam would not pay damages even If
r-Snow Liniment. Cures must not only be in tune with the self 7
Ballard'
with
there was a herd law,
All
,
Explosive.
the rheumatism and all pain. Price within, but In accord with external '
sthe
around
"There'scishop
paint
I
believe
50c
that
conditions.
Sold
and
$1.00.
Center
music,
25c,
by
Women Who Are Envied.
on First avenue that's Just as
Block Depot Drug Co.
entifically employed in prisons and corner
as can be of all sorts of exploThose attractive women who, are
asylums for the demented, will eventu- full
become the means of reforming sives," said the east side woman.
lovely in face, form and temper are
City Attorney McDonald of Clovifl ally
"Naphtha, kerosene, turpentine, and
and will result in a
criminals,
the envy of many, who might be like Introduced rn ordinance last week In decrease In the thousands whosteady
now do you know what else they've got
them. A weak, sickly woman will be the city council which provides for crowd the insane asylums. It is not there? A cross-eyegirl clerk. It's
' Providence." New York
nervous and Irritable. Constipation or the most drastic measures' to prevent necessary that a person should pos-- tempting
'
form ' sess an artistic sense or that a suf- Press.
kidney troubles show in pimples, gambling or card playing in any
was ferer should even have a muBical ear
Another
ordinance
whatever.
blotches, ekln eruptions and a wretchto obtain the beneficent effects of har Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the Best
unlawful
makes
which
Introduced
it
ed complexion. For all such, Electric
on the Market
for any saloon to have chairs or tables mony."
Bitters work wonders. They regulate about the!.''
Chamberlain's Cough
used
"I
have
places of business, and
stomach, liver and kidneya, purify the
find
A Poor Dollar's Worth.
and
it the best on the
Remedy
to
so
must
as
screens
be
removed
blood: rive strong nerves, bright eyes
"I'm inclined to believe in fortune market,' says E. W Tardy, editor of
Dure breath, smooth, velvety skin, permit a full view of the premises on
tellers," said the little grass widow, The Sentinel, Gainsboro, Tenn. "Our
lovely complexion. Many charming Sunday.
"and would if it hadn't been for one I baby had several colds the past winter
women owe their health and beauty to
saw up in Sixth: avenue. I Rave her a and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy al50c at all druggists.
them.
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other dollar and she began to tell me what ways gave it relief at once and cured
throat troubles are quickly cured by a fine husband I had and how happily it in a short time. I always recom
It sometimes happens that a woman Foley's Honey and Tar as It soothes I was married, and what good fortune mend it when opportunity presents It
heals the Inflamed throat and was coming to me.
self." For sale by all dealers.
(causes her neighbors a lot of worry and
bronchial
tubes and the most obstin
out
find
to
unable
Isn't true,' I Interrupted
are
"'But
it
because they
ate cough disappears. Insist upon
her, 1 have a husband, but he is in
anything about her.
Telephone your news items toThe
having the genuine Foley's Honey England and I am here,-- and he never
'
Phone Main 2.
and Tar. O. G. Schaefer and Red has
Optlcr,
supported me, and I never expect
Sore Nipples
Cross Drug Co.
to live with him again. Never want
to.' All those fibs she was telling me
Any mother who has had experience
Silence Is ah argument that most ,aad my dollar gone!
with this distressing ailment will be
" 'Give me another dollar?" she said,
be women scDrn to make use of.
pleased to know that a cure may
'and I'll tell you some more.'
effected by applying Chamberlain's
"But not for me. What did she tak
nurSalve as soon as the child Is done
me
fort" New York Press.
MI have inffered with piles for thirty-siyear
cloth
MADE FOR SERVICE
One year ago last April 1 began taking Caacareka
sing. Wipe It off with a soft
In the course of a week 1 noticed
(or
nurse.
constipation.
Many
to
babe
the
WEATHER
THE
ROUGHEST
IN
allowing
the piles be van to disappear and at the end of sis
Business Reasons.
with
Weekt they did not trouble me at all. Cascareta
AND GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY
trained nurses use this salve
have done wonders forme. I am entirely cured ant
out
dealers.
held
all
Juror
"That
ninth
firmly
feel like a new man." Ueorge K.ry4er, hapoieoa, iX
WATERPROOF
best results. Fo sale by
the
'
against acquitting
ROWERS
,
Best For
murderer, didn't he?"
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"Don't you know the reason?"
than
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charity
nickel they contribute
"No; what was it?"
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"He belongs to a publishing firm of
en old hen does when she lays an egg.
legal books, and he wasn't going to
Indorse any unwritten law business."
Mild Liquid Cures Eczemasalves
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mo
Drop
sufferers!
Skin
sooth-in- g
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l V and the word
Progress.
and nasty medicines. That mild,
TOWER on the
"How are you getting along at your
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buttons distin- Prescription,
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Pteaaant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good, Do Good,
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ibber Tire Vehicles

'

CURED

'

a good variety of Rubber
fWc have
Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

LOOK THEM OVER

,

Our

In

REPOSITORY

Charles Ilfeld

4

it

Go,

THE PLAZA

spa-clou-

'.

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and

2003 POUrJBO

little ash

TO THE TON.

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall paper.

price- s-

line-Lo- west

,

PHONE MAIN 56

-

COORSLUMBIECO.
11ELLV '
( Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MERSHAIITS
WOOL, HIDES

semi-monthl- y

and

'

PELTS

Home af

as Vegas, N.M., Aibuquerauo, M. M.t Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peoos, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
Mm

:

,

.

BAIN WAGONS, tha Best Farm
Wagon made
RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

I

Retail Prices:

.

,

-

and Dealers

'

'

anil GS.

1,000 lbs., or more, each delivery. 20c oer 100 lbs.
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 ids., to 1,000 ids., eacn delivery, 30c per 100 Ibst
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
,

.

AQUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
XTumm,
marl a
juritv and lasting dualities of which h n
T,-i- a

x--p

,

.

Browne & iaDzanares
WHOLESALE GROCERS

,

:

Wool,

.

.

k

' Seeds and Saadara

V

"'

d

-

flo.

Hides and Pelts.

All kinds of Native Products.. "
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and1 Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters In the Territory for

Plows. Agricultural

jMPLEMEtits

,

be-fo-

brain-frenzie-

s.

LINE
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MEXICAN
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SOAP

Meet your Friends at.

Opera Bar
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f.::;m

X
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.

....

.

D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

..
"V
Old lay lor Bourbon & Shorwood Byo
Sorvod Blrooi from Barrel .
.

.

,

,

Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

E,LasYcgas,N,M
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Destroys Dandrliff
twenty inch filaments for incandes- Red Men. The youmg man, who has
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of such a hair preparation.
Water, Perfume. Ask yourC. doctor his opinion
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man when here.
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Wtch Specials

A few specials' which we are offering for a short
time at SPOT CASH ONLY.
fitted
Gents Goid Filled Case guaranted 20 years,
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not Color
Does AYER'S
the liair
HAIR VIGOR
Stops

tan-talit-

Hair

ChloriU-Capsicu-

m,

New Arrivals

store of

The

65c, $1.00 and $1.25
Men's Summer weight all wool. JUnderwear Australian
$1.2 5 garment
wool

(

$3255.25;

St Louis Spelter. x
St. Louis, June 7. Lea4 43i
435; spelter $5.305.35.

2

1--

3.Sfl&Eu;'.
calves f3k757.00; west

feeders--

ern cows ?3.25Z?5.25
Hogs 10000, steady to 5 lower; duik
sales ?7.107.50; heavy $7.407.55;
packers' batchers $7.207.50. light

$6.80T.30

Sheep' 10000 steady, muttons. ?.uu
New York Metal Market
6.50; lambs $6.508.75; wethers
New York, Lead 43504.45; copper
'
L75T.25; ewes $4.606.00'
"
13
silver 53. V
yearlings
,
,
,
Texas and Arizona muttons $4.60
"
'
New York Money.
New .York, June 7. Prime paper
MOLESTING BIRDS.
Mexican dollars 44; call
(A Communication.)
money l
According to the laws of New MexNew York Stock.
song:blrds
lnseavlvorous and
ico
unmolested
or
not
be
should
shot,
7.
New York, June
Amalgamated
in
any way..
N. necessarily
87; 'Atchison 114
pfd105
TJ.
Parents, Instead of training their .
So. Pac. 130
Y. Cent. 132
boy or bovs, in the use of the air
steel 67
P. 189
pfdi 125.
gun, would do far better according to
.
the new Ideas in education to encourMarket.
Stock
Chicago
7. Cattle- - 19000, age them to study birds.
Chicago, June
Instead of injuring the child by per
strong 10 higher, beeves S5.207.30;
amusement in the
Texas steers $4.656.35; western mitting him to find
creatures it
God's
one
of
of
pain
steers $4.756.40; stackers' feeders,
would be so much better for him to
$3.60
6.55; cows, heifers $206.30;
cultivate1 gentleness and kindness of
calves f5.757.75.
heart
by making friends with them.
five
$7.00
49000,
lower,
Hogs,
light
16 be, a persistent breaker
However
7.60; heavy $7.207.75; rough J7.30
the- - law should be dealt with as
7.45; pigs $6.107.00. bulk sales of
such, and hoys who persistently de$7.357.75.
vote their vacation days shooting:
4.00
14000
native
steady,
Sheep,
birds- should be taken care of by the
6.50; western
$4.2506.60, yearlings
proper offl jer.s of the law.
westlambs
$6.008.35;
$6.257.40;
ern lambs $6.2508.35; western' lambs,
A Wreck
$6.258.50.
is the only fit description for the man
or woman who is crippled with rheuKansas City Stock.
matism. Just a few rheumatic twinT.
110001
Kansas City, June
Cattle
ges
may be the forerunner of a severe
Including 4000 southerns; market for attack
stop the trouble at the start
best strong, others weak, native with Ballard'
Snow Liniment Cures
steers $5.257.00; southern steers the rheumatism and atl pain. Price
$4.006.40; southern cows $3.00
25c, 50c and $1.00. Sold by Center,
4.75; native cows, heifers $2.756.25; Block Depot Drug Co.
i
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That Your New Gown

:--.

II

stockers'

BEP03TS.

EIABKET

10

Quality

Boys' Union Suits, ribbed cuffs and ankles, very elastic
;, . .75c
improved, Egyptia Cotton, at ; ' . v.
Boys' Blouse Waists, ''Cadet" no loose threads, all
seams double; pearl buttons; sizes rignt A large assort-1- 1
ment, With soft collars attached pr no collar, some white
plaited blue Chambray, black Sateen, dark fancy Madras.

of our prices
Witk:HFiW e:1
Optician
a 1 Mk&tmik
Avenue.
I&TtXMJ:T'
vrk

u&,a8

.fatefest-inpjJ;'weW4ii;-
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4mTmit

1

rival-the'ne-
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'Gold,'
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,

Jilted ?Ca
guaranteed with either
,
'tikvtoeti!tr
WALTHAM
if. ELGIN or

g'

j

';"

meat

e.LasVegas.

;

whether it is to be the "creation" of a gown-mak- er
known to fame, or just a quiet, simple
little gown, for, Oh, a number of occasions
church, calling, luncheons to make sure that it
shall have that intangible, indescribable, elusive
quality called v"Style," you should first pay your
undivided attention to the corset over which it is
to be fitted!

fiwpboflp Welcomt'
There are no toll gtes of any kind. Nobody at the doors to
conduct you. Nobody to inveigle you to buy. No officious attention
'
..
'.:
.
anywhere.
.

A large assortment of new Belts all the newest novelties.

Katyser Silk Gloves

Guaranteed tips.inBrown.Navy, Catawba, Reseda, White,
.
and Black at
:

65c 75c aad $100

Kayser's Lisle gloves, white and black,

. . . .

.

.35c and 50c

A free pass to look and enjoy yourself and show your friends
up and down as far as you like and as long as you please, from Tin the
morning until closing time. You always feel at home when .you
visit this Store. The promptest kind of attention, and plenty of
bright people to give it when you wish. yVe guarantee everything
we sell you to be as represented.
Money cheerfully refunded if
We . make exchanges gladly and
goods are not satisfactory

Crcpo de Chine
At a Special Price

;

'

15c Lawns, special

Aad that the Man who
wouldn't wear an "Emery"
Shirt leaves his jtaste in the
ice box. It is the best brand
of shirts made in the country
today and unless you are a
Siamese twin, they will fit
x

Lsxwns
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you as if they were made for
you. This spring's styles are
too bright and attractive to
describe in print, eyes are

Hi

a pick up in

UmbrelloLS

CD fl P
'

Special,

, :

i

M;

1:

!

::1

-

Linen and Silk, Paragon frame, Steel Rod, fancy Hand, .V
les, Gold filled or sterling Silver. , i

pleased and satisfied with it, when it is complete!

Introduce these Wonderful Corsets
WE OFFER

PRICES

lit

EXTRA SPECIAL

Now, it is not a difficult thing for a competent dressmaker to cut a
gown on the lines demanded by Fashion this season; but, if you have
neglected your corset, and, when the gown is to be fitted,, the dressmaker
finds bulging hips; surplus, ugly flesh at thigh, or angles which need rounding, why, you cannot blame her if the gown, when completed, does
not give you that intangible, indescribable, elusive, but
quality,
"Style!" You expected to have it, and you are disappointed!
So, first be carefully, accurately, intelligently' fitted with the proper
corset (there's the right model in The Gossard for you) , then give your
attention to your gown, and you'll stand the biggest kind of chance of
being

To

He

.

Don't Begin With the Gown,
But the Corset!

Swell Shirt

A R.attling Good Sale of

12i Colored Lawns, special, 10c
These are flowered, striped, checked, figured, colors, qr
black and white.

--

me

-

The continued cold weather is responsible for our
placing on sale a lot of our Lawns that, had the weathep
been favorable, would all have been disposed of by now.
Such being the case you will be the gainer by it, as the
following prices will attest:

You know, of course, that your new gown
must have long lines! That is a preachment
you've learned by heart! And you know that,
whether you are slender or stout, you must have
the look of slenderness; and, indeed, you want to look slender and you
want to be comfortable at the same time!

Ask to See "Emery"

Tomorrow we place on sale 10 pieces of Crepe de
Chine in the best shades, Pink, Blue, Tan, Grey also
Black and White. The regular price is $1.00.
,
Buy all you want at 67c yd.
The fabric is soft and lustrous and very proper for even;
ing Dresses and Scarfs.
r

;

'

promptly.

V If 1i

S1.25toS2.50
Cuffs attached or detached,
oleated or plain, Coat
.... Sm

,sty'',v

IHHUMlitiHHIlHHl

J See

No.

116 M $15.00

Gossard Corset,

brocada Satin at
No.

119

E.

flO.OO

at.
No.

Ill M.

$5.00 Gossard

at

Vlortov Display
in

Gossard Corset

JT

Corset

13

clasp, white

S12.50

57,50
S3.75

ese Vrseta any cheaper if
you bought them
.They outwear two of the ordinary Corsets.
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LAS VEGAS

spend his vacation, soon to be followed by Charley Hedgcock, his
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crimes from long
experience, eara- ful trammer and

s
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.

r

the

means for
selecting druVs of
I the best quality.
lacmues, our
our
experience, and
a complete stock
of all drugs and
chemicals espe- !
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W. Maynard left for Gaston, All through the Store we are
Delaware county, Ind. , this aftermaking big reductions for June,
noon, accompanying Mrs. Maynard home.
E. C. de Baca, who is now in $2,6 for Iron Bed, fWBizei'
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.vy eji
yes.
charge of the business end of La
a full sise Bed exactly
Voz del Pueblo; has gone out to
nLa Liendre ranch.
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THERE ABE TWO WAYS

evening.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morrison,
tion.
here, :.
Des Moines; H. H. B. Ciprico, Los
$17.95 for a $22.50 Brass Bed
Angeles; E. G. Abraham, Kansas
WINTERS
CO.
City; Leonard Jones, Denver, are with 2 inch Posts.
'
among the numerous, arrivals at $22.85 for a $29.50 Brass Bed
Telephone Main 3 !l
the Castaneda.
BRIDGE STREET'
Prof. K. M. Chapman, the artist, with 2 inch Continuous Pillar.
has
accompanied Attorney Frank
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
ILvig Specials
Springer to Columbus , Junction,
for the 29.50
$24.95
avy
Iowa, where he will be employed
PERSONALS.
in illustrating & scientific volume Axminster Smithes, Rugs. Size 9
or two for several weeks.
x 12 feet
iqo
Prof. R. R. Larkin home from
Miss Florence Hutchison of
Just received a swell line of
trip to Santa Fe.
Springer who had been attending
'
S. B. Tipton arrived here from ) the summer Normal here, has been Couch Covers, and Portiers.
'
Watrous yesterday.
called home by her mother, who
$10.95 for a Heavy Brussels
A. A. Gallegos is a visitor to couldn't spare the daughter from
Size 9 x 11 feet worth receipts of the past year would have
Rug.
totaled $20,000 or as much as the
her presence a moment longer.
town from La Questa.
$15.00..
gross
receipts of any postoffice In the
Fritz
Coe
cousin
of
Mrs.
a
for
and
left
Wendell,
Henry
Charley
of course, Albu
$10.35 for 9 x 12 feet Hodges territory,
Oklahoma this afternoon.
Goke, has been his guest from
and
In an increase
resulted
querque,
he
is
where
an
Caldwell,
Fibre Rugs, well worth $14.50.
Texas,
Mrs. Mary Aldrich returned
of at least $200 a year in the post
extensive farmer and land owner,
from Cloyis this afternoon.
master's samry.
Mr. Wendell concluded his visit
Chas. Taggart has returned to
California
to
his
and
resumed
trip
Pintada canyon by horseback.
W. Brown of Carleton, Mteh., his
Mrs. Minerva Reed returned today. C.
beard
of the low price of land and
H.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Kelley, the hustler for
from Raton and Cimarron yesterthe agricultural possibilities of Nor
insurance, took a train yesterday
day.
thern. New Mexico, and he wants to
ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS.
for
whence he will
com- scoot Springer,
Antonio Solano,
know more about it, with a view to
across the countrv to the
missioner, is . in town from his town of Roy on an auto cycle Dr. W.R. Tipton of this
himself of the rare opportunipity has been availing
'
ranch.
which he had shipped to that appointed together with other citizens ties offered here.
J. W. Bowden, of Dawson, place with him.
of New Mexico and Colorado to raise
dines and lodges at Hotel La Jose O. Rivera is in town
A bouncing baby boy was born to
funds or a fitting observance of the
today
'
Pension.
from ban Antonio, San Miguel fiftieth anniversary of St Michael's Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Fishburn this
Richard Dunn drove to town county and Charles Blanchard, Jr. College In Santa Fe.
morning, at the family home, 920
Jackson avenue . The little fellow
yesterday from his country home has arrived on a visit from San
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of saving. One is to hide money np the chimney or in the
clock. Thieves know all such schemes and know just where
to look, The other, way it to open an acoount with an insti"
,
tution like.
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Thieves don't bother banks much in these days of burgler-proo- f
vaults. The first way leaves the money idle and useless.
The second sets it to work to earn more. Think it over.

Miguel NeUionEvl Dank.
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Fine Shoes for
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Everybody

We've just got in a complete stock of the famous
" Worthmore
'.' fine shoes
ll
made by
of Kansas City. See our unique window display and
come in and get a Souvenir Style Book free.
EIlet-Kenda-

15"THESNAPPY
STYLES
RED TAG ON EVERY PAIR"

,

ly

;

For men, $3.50; for women. 3.00; for children,
to $1.00. Every shoe made on honor every
shoe guaranteed
the price and trade-mar- k
plainly
Btamped on every pair. If you are looking for the
finest shoe made here it ia and at a price that
proves real economy.
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Style

"Worthmore" Shoes are made
o( the finest, softest and most
durable upper leather, oak
soles, silk stitching, solid
heels, fast color hooks and
eyelets. They will give more comfort and wear longer than any
shoe you ever wore. Ia the very latest styles for both menT
and women, 00 need a pair
'why not today
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Full line f Kadiant Hosiery, the make tbat
wears no Well
WALSCN BLOCK, Eamt las Vega, M.M.
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A. H. 'Rcihgraeber Brewing Co.
of Lqlsi Vegas.
.V-We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
home industry and telephone jour orders tens for either
1
bottle beer.
PHONES MAIN 67. 61 and 32. ,

Boost

teg or

During June

,
Why They Don't Clap.
"Have you seen the near perfect
Maude
Odell?" she asked.
woman,
ROMERO
"No. Tou ought to see her. And if STAGE WILL LEAVE
you want to be really amused, you
MERCANTILE CO. FOR
ought to go and watch the men gazing
the men with their
at her wide-eye'
wives. They are taking in all her perfect points, but they are afraid to apPHONE MAIN 20
plaud her on account of their wives.
That beautiful, near perfect woman
2:00 p. m.
leaves the stage nearly every time Monday
8:00 a. m.
without a handclap on account of the Tuesday,
wives." I
8:00 a. m.
Thursday,..
,

Porvenir

How He Lost Out.
"It served me right," sighed the
bachelor. ' "1 ought to have remembered that women have no sense of

Friday, ............. ..2:00 p. m.
8:00 p. m.
Saturday,

Returning Leave Porvenir

humor."
you
"ghat's gnawing
friend.

now?" queried

PHONE 5174

........ .. ..

the inquisitive
Monday.
"Why, during leap year a pretty girl
with an obese fortune proposed to me, Tuesday
and I said 'no,'" explained the bach- Thursday
elor, "thinking, of course, she would Friday..
take it for granted that my 'no' meant
yes,' but she simply let it go at that." Saturday

. .7:00 a. m.
'..2:00 p. m.

2:00

p. m.

...7:00a.m.
2:00

p, m.

Call for Bids.
Bids will be, received by the board
of trustees of the Miners' Hospital of
New Mexico, at Raton. New; Mexico,
till 12 o'clock noon on June 17th.
1909 for the construction of the south,
wing to the present Building.
Plans are on file with the board of
at Raton, also at the office
trustees,
What She Went For, (
'
Blank is going of L E and W. M. Rapp Co., archiFirst Shopgirl-MIsi
and Trinidad,
tects, Santa Fe, N.
away.
Second Shopgirl Is she leaving for Colorado.
good?
The board reserves the right to reFirst Shopgirl No, for better or ject, any and all bids. ,
A. R. STRETCHER,
If you read it in The Optic It's so.
Secretary of the Board.

One Was Lacking.
"We thought you would be married
by now," they told the girt. "The last
time we saw yon you were with a fellow you seemed so fond of."
"Tou did," she sighed. "I, was. I
still am awfully fond of him, but, you
see, it takes two to get married."
.

s

"SKINNY" GOT EVEfl

London the Center of a Mighty Em-

FAT MAN'S MIRTH BROUGHT

pire

TC

A SUDDEN END.

Things Moved When This Partlcul Ill
Worm Turned Always Well to
Know Just with Whom
You Are Joking.
' The thin man waited on the cornet
for the car. His overcoat was tightly
'buttoned across his narrow chest, and
"its collar Jutted out behind like the
frim of a funnel. His hat was nulled
'down until it rested on his ears and
; looked as though it had been intended
'lor some one with a head four slzek
.laraer than his. His eyes were red
'and his nose was blue,- - and r his mus
tache was about halt icicles with his
frozen breath., Under each arm he
iheld an assortment of packages which
with
he was going to take down-tow.him.
;
The fat man came blustering along
'and stood on the corner also. Hit
'overcoat was thrown open to the wind.
The thin man looked at him with
,'eyes that had the appearance of two
shoe buttons.
i The fat man looked at the thin man
and a wide. Joyous smile stretched It
self across his features.
"Some snow, ain't it?" he shouted,
j
Ijovially, his fat sides shaking as he
atti
contemplated the hunched-ove- r
tude of the thin man. "Some wind,
itoo! Wow! Ain't she a corker? Don't
'
you like It? - Why don't you learn to
like it? S' long as we've got it we
might as well like it, huh? Gee! You're
sight, you are. Tou look like a ten
cent thermometer, you do! Wish you
could see yourself standing there, with
those bundles in your arms. I bet
your fingers are so cold they burn your
gloves! And your nose say, it looks
like a spoiled pickle. And look at your
hat! Say, the Bnow isn't doin' a thing
but slidln' off it and down your coat
collar! Well, you are a sight to be
hold! Ha, ha! Ho, ho! Hi! hi!"
He shook and shook and laughed
and laughed until he had to lean
against the lamp post to support himself, and all the time the thin man's
eyes grew redder and hie nose grew
bluer and his face grew whiter until
;
"Owl Owl Whazzamatter!", yelled
the fat man as the thin man suddenly
kicked his feet from under him and
with a side wise scrape of his own foot
shoveled a lot of snow into the fat
man's eyes and ears after he fell.
The conductor of the car that stopped
at the corner at that moment wondered somewhat why a large fat man
was scrambling about In the' snow
looking for cigars and' pencils and
things, and why a shriveled, thin man,
with red eyea and a blue nose and
both arma laden with bundles, smiled
merrily all the way down town, although the other passengers were demanding that the car have more heat
Chicago Evening Post.
n

.

Vast Population.

If this question: Who are the English? were asked, either of the average Englishman or of the average
American visitor to England, the
would probably be both Inaccurate and confusing. The average Eng
lishman knows little of the origin oi
his race, and is not of the mental
makeup that sets much store by such
matters in any case; and the American pays little heed to anything except to what comes directly under his
notice as ha travels about to and from
London as his center.
London itself Is a city of some four
million six hundred and odd thousand
inhabitants. It Is a small nation in
itself. 'The total population .of the
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
is only 43,660,000 (1906): But London
is not England. The United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland is not
England, with its total area of 121,000
square miles. No: what the world
knows as England Is the British em
pire, which includes the above, and In
addition some 11,400,000 square miles,
and a population of about 410,000,000
The known surface of the globe is es
timated at about 55,000,000 square
miles; its total population is believed
The British
to be about 1,800,000,000.
empire therefore occupies more than
of the earth's surface, and Its
population is also more than
.or about 22 per cent of the inhabitants
of the globe.
That 4s England! In Asia they have
a population of some 237,000,000; in
Africa a population of some 31,000,- 000; in America a population of some
6,000,000; in the West Indies some
2,000,000; in Australasia some 6,500,
000, and so on. When you walk the
streets of London therefore you are
in the capital of something over
of the World. These 'gentlemen
in clubs and offices and in the streets
are masters of the world. There must
be a great many of them, and they
must be very wonderful men, one says
to oneself. No, the population ol
Great Britain and Ireland is, as we
have seen, only about 43,500,000, and
's.
'
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AN MBROIDERER

OF BUTTERFLIES
Br ELEANORE H. PORTER

an-we-

one-fift-

HpB to reply, when a low voice
Gordon's left asked:
"Aren't you Just a bit hard on ua,
Mr. Gordon? Mightn't we vary the

ARE THE ENGLISH?

JUST. WHO

h

one-fift-

h

one-fift-

them?--Scribner-

,

(Copyright, by Ford Pub. Co.)

Charles Gordon frowned at the mag
azine illustration of his latest short
storyand stroked his neat beard with
long, nervous fingers.
"It's simply ruined!" he muttered
"The whole effect is lost 'Illustrated
by Birdie Taylor,' Birdie Taylor, in
deed!" he repeated, wrathfully. "As
I . expected woman's work and a
By George! I I'll
Birdie, too!
write to her; she needs a lesson and
she Shall have one, too," he finished,
as he crossed the room to his desk.
Charles J. Gordon, the newest "hit"
in the literary world, had grown pain
fully exacting of late. His publishers,
his recently acquired private secretary, his favorite waiter at ""The Afc
bemarle" all were aware of it Pen
haps the dazzling glare of the lime
light of publicity fretted him, or perhaps his recent contract to write 5,000
words each month at a fabulous price
for a certain! publishing house inter
fered with his prized independence.
However this might be, the letter he
dispatched that night through, the
magazine publishers to Miss Birdie
Taylor was short, relentless and
straight to the point.
"My Dear Madam" read Miss Taylor
at her breakfast table two days later,
"When Illustrating a story it ,is always
well to rend through the entire manuscript at least once. If this Is done, such
unimportant slips as straight hair for
curls, modern furnishings for antique, and
Interior for landscape setting, are not

liable to occur.
Very sincerely yours,
"CHARLES J. QORDON."
Had Gordon applied to this letter

his own advice and read it through
once, Miss Taylor's startled eyes
might never have seen it A vague
uneasiness assailed him as soon as it
had left his hands, and he wished he
could remember Just what he had
written In the first flush of his dis, ,
pleasure.
This same uneasiness gave way to
a distinct shock when, four days later

"Dead" Horse Came to Life.
"If a man wants to encourage calamities that sometimes result In miracles,
all he has to do is to send a son to
college and present him with an automobile," declared the father of a
young man now in his second year at
one of the big universities.
"That boy ,of mine was likely to
bankrupt me with bJs calls for money
to pay damages to and by his machine
until I wrote him that in future he
must cover all such expenses out of
his allowance, which is about ten
times what my father gave me when
I went to college.
"For a time there wasn't a single
demand from him, but the other week
he sent me a telegram like this: "Wire
me $300 Immediately. Have killed a
man's horse." Of course I said things
unfit to repeat, and finally telegraphed
him: 'Demand exorbitant. Will be
on
to compromise.'
"Imagine my amazement, in view of
the horse's late demise, at receiving
within two hours this inexplicable re
ply: 'Don't trouble to come. Horse
recovering.' "

'

Lunch

Menu.

K
vmmsr womu. a nubile . school
'teoMior In a. TMw York suburb, has
formed a lunch club for the' mothers
et her pupils, to assist thent in putting
up suitable school lunches for their
children. She noticed that the majority
of her pupils brought a few cents to
school each day and with the money
bought their lunch at a shop near
by. As a rule they bought the very
things they should not have. One delicate little girl made her lunch on three
pickles and ia roll, another on two
chocolate eclairs, for which she paid
five cents, and a boy Who seemed to
have a healthy appetite would get a
ham sandwich. The teacher, believing
the trouble to be ignorance rather
than laziness, has prepared a series
of short talks to mothers on the need
of good food for the growing child.
She will also give recipes and suggests
lunch menus, show how the lunch
boxes may be packed attractively and
when necessary teach the way the
various dishes should be' cooked.

"Mole Tequop."
Col. Hugh L. Scott, superintendent
f West Point, is credited with being
more familiar with the life and per-

sonality of the .American Indian than
any other- living man. Col. Scott has
had the confidence of the Indians with
whom he came into contact ever since
the day of his first service In the army
at Fort Abraham Lincoln, Dakota.
He was appointed a lieutenant at
that post in June, 1876. In the round
of garrison duty, guarding a cattle
trail through the Comanche reservation and regulating "sooners" on public lands be made so thorough a study
of Indian, customs and languages that
he became the .best .versed white
.man in the Intertribal sign lan
guase, by which the Indian tribes
speaking different languages communicate. To the red man' Col. Scott be
came "Mole Tequop" "the man who
talks with his. hands." Hampton's
Magazine.
"...
-

...

Excusable.

"

Perkins Gllman,
speaking in New York recently, said:
"What is a woman? "Nothing but the
female relative of a man. She is the
daughter, the wife or the mother ol
The man is the noun; the
somebody.
woman the preposition. She is always
of, from, to or by 'never the thing
itself, ,never an iadependent entity."
If Mr. Charlotte Perkins Gilmim
Isn't a proud man he ought to be.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Mrs.

Charlotte

Not Worth Touching.
The Souse Tesslr, I fell down e
the gutter, and nobody paid any V
j
tention to me.
His Pa You must have felt like 3C
'
cents.
,
The Souse Nope somebody woulda
picked me up if I looked worth th'U
i

Same Old Style of Cooking.
Prof. Snaggs-Strang- e
there's been 2nnch.v
no improvement made in cooking in
Cruel Candor.
the last 2,000 years. Now? down at mj
boardins house this morning I had i
! see you have my pamphlet -- t
steak broiled Jn the regular Pompeiai your desk," said the economist. "W1
do you think of it?"
style. ,
How
dc
Hoggs Pompelan
"It's betwixt and between," an
Style?
'
I
you meaaff
swered the heartless friend. "It's toe
s
Why, scorched to t uVbt as an argument and hot heavy
cinder on one side and covered with enough for a paper weight."
s
a.ibes on the other.
Prof.-Snagg-

:

T.

A Color Tragedy.
"Why does Miss Fashlonplate

Interested Parties,

.

looi

so black?",
"I think it Is because she is blue
over the yellow outlook foe her plali

tea."

De Broke I'm engaged to Ml
Bucks, the heiress.
Van Stoo Gee! Has it been au

nounced?
De

BrokeOnly informally, to

creditors.

:

m;.

"And

is?"

that

"Why er home, of course," he
"home and er all
supplemented;
that sort of thing,"7 he concluded,
vaguely.
Miss Taylor nodded her head slowly
'
several times.
j
"M m I see," she mused, aloud.
and
"Pots
pans well scrubbed,
corners carefully looked to,; and all
the eyes dug out of the potatoes."
"You are pleased to Jest, Miss Tay
lor," he remarked, stiffly. "You know
very well I did not refer to household
drudgery. It is the real home instinct
that, to my mind, seems to be lacking
in the modern woman,
"Very good, Mr. Gordon," she said
with ominous sweetness. "Then you
regard woman as a
merely, do you?"
"Most certainly," he returned, un
easily, but with conviction.
Before the winter had passed Gor
don ruefully acknowledged to himself
that he was "absurdly and disastrously .In love," as he expressed it. To
him the name "Birdie" gave the thing
a touch of absurdity, and the fact that
Miss Taylor was an illustrator, and in
probable pursuit of a career, made it
disastrous.
From boyhood his dream of a wife
had drawn the picture of a sweetly
gracious, dignified, angelic being, far
removed from a restless, energetic,
creature, 'bis only conwoman.
ception of a career-seekinAnd yet the dearest thing" in,the world
to Gordon had come to be this ambimaid with the babytious brown-eyeish name.
For a time the man refused to think
of the future. He drifted along In a
blissful paradise of his own fancy until the'announcement that Miss Taylor
was soon to leave the city for an extended trip brought him sharply back
to earth.
,
It was then that he seated himself
at his desk to write once more to her.
This time it was a straightforward
avowal of fervent love and an earnest
plea for a speedy reply that he dispatched some time later addressed to
home-make-
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"Vou Know Very VVetl What

I

Mean.1

at the Mortons' reception, his hostess
led him up to a charmingly-prettgirl
and said, after the hasty murmuring
of the names:
"You two people really should know
eacl other! Miss Taylor does those
delightful pictures for the magazines,
you know, Mr. Gordon " Mrs. Morton
added by way of explanation. Then,
with a consciousness of duty well
performed, she turned to her other
guests. .
Gordon found himself looking Into a
pair of mischievous brown eyes, In the
depths of which he was sure he detected a flash of resentment He
bravely rallied his forces for what' he
felt was now Inevitable.
' "Ah, Miss Taylor; I've been wanting
to see yon, that ia I thought I owed
you an apology for the letter," be began, hurriedly. "I am sure I can't im,
agine what made me "
"But, Mr. Gordon," interrupted the
girl, her cheeks reddening,
"Not a word not a word!" inter"
r- posed Gordon.
"But really, I am"
"Yes, yes,' I know I know all you
would say," persisted Gordon again,
"and I won't listen. I was a brute
a miserable brute," he repeated, glorying in his abject humiliation as he
came more and more under the sway
of those troubled brown eyes. t
After that memorable reception the
subject of illustrations - was carefully
avoided by the author- whenever he
saw Miss Taylor. He had no wish to
d
"stupid blunders"
repeat his
of that first meeting, and as for the
lady, her placid ignoring of the subject indicated that she had quite forgotten the whole affair.
Gordon had not forgotten. A curious
sinking feeling came over him wheni;
ever he thought of those abhorred
first, because of himself, then
because of her.
He was thinking of these same illustrations when he said wrathfully to a
fellow author one day:
"Grayson, no woman should attempt
anything beyond an embroidered butterfly on a sofa pillow!"
The two men were at the Hemln-wa- y
art exhibition, standing before a
particularly faulty piece of work
bearing a feminine signature.
He had opened
,. Grayson laughed.

"I"

self-style-

pic-ture-

PHONE OLIVE

hand of a messenger a note which
i an:
"I shall be at home this evening;
will you come?"
There was ho signature. Gordon
was sure he needed none, and yet it
was a bit strange, after all.
'
She met him with luminous eyes
and a face so unmistakable In its shy
loveliness that he would have taken
her in his arms at once had she not
a startled
suddenly drawn back with
'
cry.
,
"No no! I I forgot I have a confession to make. I I , am not
'

Birdie.'"

Gordon's arms fell limply to his

side.
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"Not Birdie!" he exclaimed.
She shook her head.
Taylor."
Tb Beatrice Beatrice
"But . how what I don't understand! Why did you tell me you were
Birdie
She laughed softly.
"I didn't and you wouldn't even let
me tell you that I was not Birdie,"
she retorted.At his blank look she laughed again.
"It la the old story of family resemblance," she explained. "Birdie Taylor, the Illustrator, is my cousin; we
look alike and are often mistaken for
each other, hence Mrs. Morton'sintro-ductlon- .
I knew about the letter you
wrote to Birdie, and when you apologized to me for it I tried to tell you I
was not the guilts' one,' but you wouldn't let me even speak. After that I
forgot all about it until until that
afternoon at the art exhibition, and
then then 'I wouldn't tell," she finished, with uptilted chin.
"And I never met this 'Birdie?'
he questioned.
She shook her head gleefully.
"My cousin left the city the very
day your letter came, and has been
south ever since, thus my duplicity
was all the easier," she replied; thei?
her face grew demurely solemn and
she made him a sweeping courtesy.
"Furthermore, Beatrice Taylor has
positively no accomplishments, has no
ambition to be other than a mere
is perfectly satisfied with
embroidered butterflies, and wouldn't
have a career If she could!"
The red swept across Gordon's face
until even his forehead was pink.
"You you saucy little darling!"
he cried, rapturously; and this time
his opened arms did not fall limp PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simply add boiliCall up Main 2 when von h
ng- water, cool and eerve. 10c. per package at
andl empty to his side.
news. The Optio wants
all grocers. 7 flaron. Refuae all (ubatitutea.
it
home-make-
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son, providing the boy doesn't have
MISS B. TAYLOR,
to wear the castoff clothes of his six
No. 44 Howard Avenue.
At .five o'clock he received from the elder brothers.

So Sudden.

Smithers was paying a rather formal
evening call which he mentally prom
ised himself would be the last He
had never cared for Mabel anyway,
he told himself, and the last few days
had dispelled the last illusidn. In the
nuast oi a conversation wmcn lagged
horribly, despite Mabel's loquacity, the
'
doorbell rang.
"Too bad," said Mabel, as she came
back from listening at the hall door.
"It's that horrid Jones. What shall
I do?"
"Say you're out," suggested Smith
ers.
"Oh, I promised myself the first of
the year never to tell a story again.
But suppose say I I'm engaged?"
'
And Smithers, overcome by such a
calamity, In hesitating for a word, was
lost.

"Swift confusion leaped Into Gordon's face, and his hand sought his
beard nervously.
"Ah, Miss Taylor beg' pardon, I'm
sure. I did not know " he began,
turning longing eyes on his friend.
But Grayson, ignoring the pleading
look, refused to come to his aid. With'
a" low bow and a mocking smile" he
moved away, saying: "I'll leave you to
make your peace, old man, as best
you can!"
Gordon turned to meet the unwavering gaze of two merry brown eyes.
1 I did not know" he began
again,, awkwardly.
"That I was near," she interrupted,
brightly. "Of course not you never
would have been so uncomplimentary
to our sex in general if you bad known
that one of its representatives was
close by. So you are going to doom
us to silk butterflies?" she went on,
cheerfully.
"Don't," he objected, almost crossly; "you know jrery well what I mean.
I think the ordinary woman should
should remain in her own sphere," he
finished, with some pomposity.
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CONTEST NOTICE.
(Serial No. 06603)
Department of the Interior, United
States' Land Office Santa Fe,,N. M.,
April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest
affidavit having been filed In this office by Percy Lee Beal, contestant,'
against homestead entry No. 14404,
made May 27, 1908, for NW 4 Section 33, Township 17 north, range 21
east New Mexico principal meridian
by Peter Meyer, contestee, in which it
is alleged that Peter Meyer has whofc
ly .abandoned said land for more than
six months last past, has never es
tablished a residence thereon and la
not now residing upon and cultivate
ing said land as required by law.
Said parties are hereby notified to
appear, respond and offer evidence
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on. June 24, 1909, before Robert
L. M. Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., that final
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a.
m. on July 6, 1909, before the regis
ter and receiver at tbe United States
land office in Santa Fe, N. M.
The said contestant having, In a
proper affidavit filed Santa Fe, N.
M., May
13, 1909, set forth facta
which show tha't after jlue diligence,
personal service of this notice cannot
be made, It is hereby ordered and directed that such notice be given by
due and proper publication.
Record address of contestee, Orch
ard, Iowa.
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CYCLONE FENCING
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Best and Strongest
made. Also
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where our California Fruits
and Vegetables went to, which
were ordered and intended for
our last Saturday's trade.
,

j
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LUDVIIO Vim. ILFELD,

ALTHOUGH DISSAPOINTED
OURSELVES, we did not

'

DIS-SAPOI-

OUR

CUSTOMwe
as
ERS,
managed to get
from closer points, enough to

WEATHER REPORT.
June 6, 1909.
vr?r;

Temperatures-Maximu-

m

86;

15c a

4

Jtaig

$1.25 Gingham

Foot

"

.

ISnitlY LEVY. Cth Street

10

Jm

Use Ow

For Rent Seven room brick house,
Main St. Inquire. 822 Douglas.

.

A Simple Test

i

J. C. Denlston, the Bridge street FOR SALE
Heavy work team.
hay and grain dealer, has disposed sound and young; also good family
of hia entire supply of oatsi to the driver. Inquire H. O. Brown Trl-inCharles Ilfeld company.
Co.

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

'

Order your cream from T. T. Turn
er.

If you can persistently lay aside a certain

portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success

;

'

concert by Mayflower
The open-ai- r
band in the plaza park last evening
was attended by a large crowd, and
all were happily entertained.

financially.'
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
,

,

The First National
..','

.

OF LAS VEGAS.

Always hot water at Nolette barber

Bai
"

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

,

"

RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.

MONEY SAVED

lew Lot

-

On Domestic Coal,

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Nonpareil

Free from Slate or Slack

Soft-Stielle-

Almonds.'
Foot Main St

Soft-Swelle-

English

d

Valnuts.

L7o
m

novo Ffeo

'

While they last
at

r

V

DEALERS IN

AfiPALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Bridge Slreet.

Kznsss City szd Estiva
Ccci end Lluttcn

Get Our Prices before buying.

(SEddDUCS
KANSAS ClTlf

NATIVE

Fresh

PAPEfJ'S

Roasted

will please you.

Fiao tsstivo JfcsL
CIvo 1:3 ycur crdcr
Por.!ia r.Zsin W

7

'k

Crcsrs,

ft

Everybody

CD. BOUCHER
"THE COFFEE MAN"

H IfGEI A ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:

2,000 lbs orw more each
20c per hundred
. delivery
11
AAA i
f
X.UUU to 4,UW IDS.
" ..."
JVC
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
"
(I
40c
50 to ,200 lbs.
"
50c '

"
CRYSTAL ICE CO
Less than 50 lbs.

Phone

75c

M.?
o
ntuuire
Main 227
-

fl

n

Suits made by

Lj

Aboard for Harvey't
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
ing returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey'g or H. O. Brown
Trading Co's.

Grocer.

Marx

A lot of Smart new ideas in. '
y
these Suits will certainly please V"

!"

Finch's Golden "Wedding Rye, aeea
ia the wood. Direct from distillery to
ywa. At the Lobby, of conn. M1J

&

,

An-tie-

J. H. STEARNS

"

Eart Scbaffcer

-

Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.
';

m

rest, yon want to look at, and try
on, some of our latest variety

Notice.

All.

m

If yon like to wear clothes that
are just a little different than the

I am no longer connected with the
antlers saloon, and will be In no way
responsible for the debts of the con- cern. All outstanding
debta con
tracted by me for the firm must be
presented to Mary Casey or T. R.
Casey, the present owners ' of the
saloon.
2t
, JOHN T. THOMPSON.
.

1,
fneDD

' Sails for Heo

Reward.
The undersigned herewith offer a
reward of Ten Dollars for Information
leading to conviction of the party or
parties who turned In the fala flr
alarm Friday night about 11 o'clock.
THE E. ROMERO HOSE CO.
per Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld, Foreman.

NO FISHING,
No fishing will be allowed "at my
ok
' ranch; formerly ' known
Suffny--Bro-

cd Cz':zrs

Suit

4

Beginning Sunday, June 13,' Evan
gelist E. E. Violett will begin a
mammoth revival in the National
Guard armory In this city. He is
considered one of the most successful evangelists in the country, being
classed with "Billy" Sunday, of na'
tional fama.

r

Czisfzsra

Prices and Blends to

I niPapcn,

Join

,

'llmOD

"Bouchers'

03 (B gift
Vie

Phone Main 85

USE

d

D. W. CONDON
Phone Main 21

H. O. DROWN TRADIHG GO,,

s,

M.

"

JEFFERSON
D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.

''

REASC.VACLE FRISES

Tom MflElroy, a deputy game warden here, reported to Thos. P. Gable,
Phone 144
145
territorial game and fish warden at
Santa Fe, the arrest of two men
named Carroll,
who
FOR RENT Good pasture with plea- were found angling in
mountain
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
streams without having a fishing license. He also reports the illegal sale
of members of the finny tribe. A letStraight Guggenheim rye served
ter of instructions has been mailed to over the bar atthe Antlers.'
MoElroy by his (superior officer in thi
'
Capital City.

The regultr monthly meeting ot the
Ladies' League of the Presbyterian
For Sale Splendid young mules
church will be held Tuesday afternoon June 8th., at 2:30 o'clock; at the and horses, also Very beautiful five
the residence of Mrs. J. H. Ward. 408 year old gaited saddler stallion, very
cheap. Charles Glasgow. Colfax N.

-

'j
NEW MEXICO.

.':

shop.

at

Phone r.lain 250. G25 Doulao

g

Cotn You Save Money?
'

at

allowed

--

Phone 13L

RIGHT SERVICES

L. H. Moslmann ranch.

The Baptist Young people's society
There will be a meeting of ' the
Knights of Pythias lodge this even- will give a social at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Bush, 303 Grand
ing for the nomination of officers.
avenue, tomorrow evening at S o'
Mrs. Juliana Sandoval de Trujillo, clock. AU are cordially invited to be
'
mother of Kelso Montoya, died of present.
pneumonia yesterday, aged 50 years.
There will be' chicken - pot-pi- e
for
The postoffice at Sibley, San Miguel some one next Sunday;, Eleven for 10
after cents at "the I V. Mercantile Co.
county, will be discontinued
June 30th, Hnd mall will be sent to
The meeting of the territorial su
n
Las Vegas.
preme court to
the territo
The postiflce at Jonesville, N. M., ry for judicial purposes has been post
which formerly was la Quay county, poned by Chief Justice W. J. Mills
Is now included within the bounda froin June 11. till after July 1st, the
the date to be announced later.
ries of the new county of Curry.

Las Vegas Roller' Mills

have exclusively the only white
funeral car In Lea Vc&as.

of

Eusebla Lpez died at her home on
Twenty members of Troop A. had
the West side yesterday of heart dis- a practice shoot on the rifle range
ease. Her age was 23 years.
yesterday morning. Some very fair
scores were made.
The troop will
Bad break in the chicken market. have a drill tomorrow evening when
Eleven for 10 cents at the L. V. Mer- they will practice guard mount.
cantile Co., get busy.
Call up Main 276 for carnation!
There will- - be a meeting of the and other cut flowers. Floral designs
Penr
Royal Arch Chapter, A. F. and A. M., made up on short notice.
at the usual hour this evening. ' v Onion.

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

'

No fishing or hunting

J&ltnmmn & Bon

IV

..

an illness

extending over many months.

Hour

The last
late Grace

at Wagon

1

IOENSED EK1DALMERS

the estate.

Mrs. .Vicente Mares died
Mound last Thursday, after

Cm

811

has been appointed administrator

;

...$1.00

Successor to

will and testament of the
Lomey , Grant has been
The third degree will be conferred probated. As requested In the will the
at the I. O. O. F. lodge meeting this surviving husband, De Soto H. Grant,

evening.

Petticoats.. .. ..
Agents for Standard Patterns.

bridge Street.

mini-

The county hoard has been in
today transacting routine .business.

.

Agents for P. N. Corsets.

Eighth etnvb. All the ladles of the
congregation are cordially invited.

LOCAL NEWS.

;::speciaLsale'.

Phone Main 379

Frank Dyer, - of Albuquerque, Is
Forecast Local showers tonight
and Tuesday, except fair In southwest driving the Confcinantal oil wagon in
.
the absence of Fred Brefeld in
portion,

IKE DA VIS,

'

y

yds. Genuine Amoskeag' apron check gingham for $1.00
10 yds. Lonsdale or fruit of the Loom Muslin for
$1.00

Fond of chicken? Eleven for
mum, 50; range 36.
cents
at the L. V. Mercantile Co.
6
12
a.
m., 34;
m.,, 37;
Humidity
6 p. m. 38; mean 36.

fill all orders,

STORE

GOODS

DRY

EXCLUSIVE

15

Cheapest.

r

VEGAS'

LAS

you.
The new fabrics are exceptionally beautifully.

j

,

V

Boston CIofMci House

M.
Copyright I909 by Hart Sthiffnw le

Mrx

GREENBERGER,
Proprietor.

